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The Star Scorpions were undone by flaws in their genetic coding. The
Celestial Lions were ravaged by the Inquisition for sins they did not
commit. Now, after hundreds of years, only the Emperor's Spears still
keep their vigil. They are barbarian watchmen against the Outer Dark;
bloodied but unbroken in their long duty. Amadeus Kaias Incarius, a
brother of the Mentor Legion, is commanded to cross the Great Rift and
assess the Spears' war-readiness, only to be drawn into the chaotic plight
of a depleted crusade on the Imperium's benighted frontier. The
decisions he makes, far from the God-Emperor's light, will decide the fate
of the war-torn Chapter.
Codex Seraphinianus Luigi Serafini 2013-10-29 An extraordinary and
surreal art book, this edition has been redesigned by the author and
includes new illustrations. Ever since the Codex Seraphinianus was first
published in 1981, the book has been recognized as one of the strangest
and most beautiful art books ever made. This visual encyclopedia of an
unknown world written in an unknown language has fueled much debate
over its meaning. Written for the information age and addressing the
import of coding and decoding in genetics, literary criticism, and
computer science, the Codex confused, fascinated, and enchanted a
generation. While its message may be unclear, its appeal is obvious: it is
a most exquisite artifact. Blurring the distinction between art book and

The Purging of Kadillus Gav Thorpe 2015-10-06 The Dark Angels fight to
free one of their recruiting worlds from the grip of the orks. A classic
Warhammer 40,000 story told anew, including the infamous tale of
Sergeant Namaan’s final battle. Faced with an ork invasion of Piscina IV,
the 3rd Company of the Dark Angels believes the threat to be minimal.
As enemy numbers continue to increase, their commander, Captain
Belial, insists that his Company are strong enough to resist. But ScoutSergeant Naaman knows just how dangerous this foe can be, and when a
renewed greenskin offensive takes the Dark Angels by surprise, the orks
swarm towards Kadillus Harbour. Little do the Dark Angels know of the
technological power available to the xenos, and the true scale of the
threat they face. Belial, Naaman and their fellow Astartes fight a
desperate siege at Kadillus, knowing that they must hold out until
Imperial reinforcements arrive or the planet will be lost.
Spear of the Emperor Aaron Dembski-Bowden 2019-12-17 The Emperor's
Spears are a Chapter on the edge of destruction, last watchmen over the
Elara's Veil nebula. Now, the decisions of one man, Amadeus Kaias
Incarius of the Mentor Legion, will determine the Chapter's fate… The
scattered worlds of the Elara's Veil nebula were once protected by the
oath of unity sworn by three mighty Chapters of the Adeptus Astartes.
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art object, this anniversary edition-redesigned by the author and
featuring new illustrations-presents this unique work in a new,
unparalleled light. With the advent of new media and forms of
communication and continuous streams of information, the Codex is now
more relevant and timely than ever. A special limited and numbered
deluxe edition that includes a signed print is also available.
Godblight Guy Haley 2022-08-30 Book 3 in the Dark Imperium series.
The paths of Roboute Guilliman and his fallen brother Mortarion bring
them inexorably together on Iax. Once a jewel of the Imperium, the
garden world is dying, as the plans of the Lord of Death to use it as a
fulcrum to drag the stellar realm of Ultramar into the warp come to
deadly fruition. While Guilliman attempts to prevent the destruction of
his kingdom, Mortarion schemes to bring his brother low with the
Godblight, a disease created in the Cauldron of Nurgle itself, made with
the power to destroy a son of the Emperor. Primarchs clash on the
ravaged landscapes of Iax. The gods go to war, and the wider galaxy
balances on a knife-edge of destruction. As something powerful stirs in
the sea of souls, only one thing is certain – no matter who wins the last
great clash of the Plague War, the repercussions of victory will echo
through eternity…
Champions of Fenris 2014
Helsreach Aaron Dembski-Bowden 2020-12-08 Black Library presents
the Masterworks – a curated collection of novels celebrating the very
best science fiction and fantasy set in the worlds of Warhammer. When
the world of Armageddon is attacked by orks, the Black Templars Space
Marine Chapter are amongst those sent to liberate it. Chaplain
Grimaldus and a band of Black Templars are charged with the defence of
Hive Helsreach from the xenos invaders in one of the many battlezones.
But as the orks numbers grow and the Space Marines dwindle,
Grimaldus faces a desperate last stand in an Imperial temple.
Determined to sell their lives dearly, will the Black Templars hold on long
enough to be reinforced, or will their sacrifice ultimately be in vain?
Baneblade Guy Haley 2017-10-17 Fast-paced, hard-hitting military fiction
featuring the Baneblade battle tank Mars Triumphant. By the blessing of
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the Omnissiah was the Mars Triumphant born – from the forges of the
Adeptus Mechanicus, the mighty Baneblade super-heavy battle tank
comes to bring death and destruction to the foes of the Imperium. During
a bitter war against the orks in the Kalidar system, Lieutenant Lo
Bannick joins the crew of the venerable tank, and as part of the 7th
Paragonian Tank Company he witnesses combat from within one of the
Astra Militarum’s mightiest war machines. But even as Bannick’s own
dark past threatens to undo him, the Mars Triumphant may have met its
match in the form of a terrifying new foe.
Codex Games Workshop Staff 2006 Fantasirollespil.
Deff Skwadron Gordon Rennie 2004 The author of Bloodquest and Kal
Jerico chronicles the adventures and exploits of the bloodthirsty orks of
the Deff Skwadron, in an original graphic novel. Original.
Militarum Tempestus Games Workshop Design Studio 2014
Warhammer Armies Rick Priestley 1993
Gorkamorka Rick Priestley 1997
Brutal Kunnin Mike Brooks 2021-06-22 Ork action at it's finest, join us
for the next epic Waaagh! Ufthak Blackhawk and the green tide descend
upon Hephaesto – an Adeptus Mechanicus forge world bristling with loot
– only to find it already under siege by the notorious Freebooter Kaptin
Badrukk. When his warboss, Da Biggest Big Mek, orders temporary cooperation, Ufthak seeks to make a name for himself by crushing some of
the Imperium’s most advanced defenders and claiming the greatest
prize. But with a sinister new war machine on the horizon, Badrukk’s
plotting, and a thoroughly annoying grot in his way, Ufthak is going to
need the brutal kunnin’ of Mork himself just to survive.
The Siege of Castellax CL Werner 2015-07-28 The Chaos Space
Marines of the Iron Warriors Legion have long been renowned as the
masters of siege warfare, able to inflict devastating firepower and
unimaginable cruelty upon their foes. On the world of Castellax, twisted
Warsmith Andraaz builds his own empire even as a system-crushing ork
Waaagh! approaches The Chaos Space Marines of the Iron Warriors
Legion have long been renowned as the masters of siege warfare, able to
inflict devastating firepower and unimaginable cruelty upon their foes.
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On the world of Castellax, twisted Warsmith Andraaz builds his own
empire even as a system-crushing ork Waaagh! approaches, and drives
his own slaves ever harder to meet their production quotas and supply
materiel for the Legion’s many warbands. Their walls are strong and
their weapons ready, but how long can the planet hold out against the
deadly greenskin invasion when whisperings of rebellion begin to pass
between the Iron Warriors’ downtrodden vassals?
Yarrick David Annandale 2013
Codex Craftworld Eldar Gavin Thorpe 1999-09
Xenos Dan Abnett 2015-06 The Inquisition moves amongst mankind like
an avenging shadow, striking down the enemies of humanity with
uncompromising ruthlessness. When he finally corners an old foe,
Inquisitor Gregor Eisenhorn is drawn into a sinister conspiracy. As
events unfold and he gathers allies - and enemies - Eisenhorn faces a
vast interstellar cabal and the dark power of demons, all racing to
recover an arcane text of abominable power: an ancient tome known as
the Necroteuch.
Chaos Child Ian Watson 2003-01-01 Devastated by the death of his
closest friend, renegade Inquisitor Jac Draco renounces his fanatical
faith in the God-Emperor and surrenders himself to the dark powers of
Chaos in the hope of raising his friend from death. Original. his faith in
the God-Emperor wavers, Jaq will find his life hanging in the balance.
Original.
Codex Dark Eldar Jervis Johnson 2003-11
Warhammer 40,000 2017
Ravenwing Gav Thorpe 2013-01-01 Upon steeds of adamantium and
steel, the Ravenwing of the Dark Angels bring death to the foes of the
Imperium in the first book in a new trilogy from acclaimed author Gav
Thorpe. The Ravenwing stand apart from the rest of the Dark Angels
Chapter – these dynamic Space Marines take to the battlefield upon
steeds of adamantium and steel, and swoop from the skies in lightningfast speeders to bring death to the foes of the Imperium. Led by the
heroic Master Sammael, they prosecute war where their battle-brothers
cannot, and are ever at the forefront of the Dark Angels’ campaigns.
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The Age of Darkness Christian Dunn 2011-04-26 A new anthology of
short stories delving into the secret history of the Horus Heresy. After
the betrayal at Isstvan, Horus begins his campaign against the Emperor,
a galaxy-wide war that can lead only to Terra. But the road to the final
confrontation between father and son is a long one – seven years filled
with secrecy and silence, plans and foundations being formed across
distant stars. An unknown history is about to be unveiled as light is shed
on the darkest years of the Horus Heresy, and revelations will surface
that will shake the Imperium to its very foundation...
Codex Armageddon Andy Chambers 2000-07
Rynn's World Steve Parker 2015-09-15 One of the most famous events
in Warhammer 40,000 history is explored in depth. See the fall and rise
of the Crimson Fists as they battle orks on their home world. When the
ork hordes of Warlord Snagrod lay waste to the planet of Badlanding and
wipe out the Crimson Fists sent to stop them, Chapter Master Kantor
prepare a hasty line of defence on the Fists home planet of Rynn's World.
Tragedy strikes when an errant missile destroys the Space Marine's
Chapter monastery, killing most of their warriors. With a handful of
Crimson Fists left, Kantor must fight the campaign of his life, to defeat
Snagrod's orks and prevent his Chapter's annihilation.
The Orks Jervis Johnson 1994-01-01 Fantasirollespil.
Codex Space Marines Games Workshop 1998-10
Inferno! Andy Chambers 1998
Cityfight Andy Chambers 1999 Fantasirollespil.
Codex Games Workshop 2002-01-01 At the very birth of the Imperium of
Man, fully half of the Emperor's most trusted Space Marine Legions
turned against him in a bitter civil war. Brother fought brother, and
Mankind stood upon the very brink of extinction. Ten thousand years
after their defeat, those same traitors still launch their black crusades
out of the Eye of Terror, intent upon nothing less than the utter
destrction of the Imperium and the death of its weakling Emperor. This
book provides an army list and sections on background, hobby section
and special characters to accompany the game.
Hordes of Chaos Gavin Thorpe 2001-12
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Caves of Ice Sandy Mitchell 2004-01 Commissar Ciaphas Cain, hero of
the Imperium, and his regiment are deployed to the ice world of Frigidia
to quell unrest amongst mine workers. But a malevolent evil stirs deep in
the ice caves. Original.
Rogue Trader: Battlefleet Koronus Andy Chambers 2011-03-30
Battlefleet Koronus is an extensive sourcebook for the Warhammer
40,000 Rogue Trader Roleplay Game, covering the myriad starships
traversing the Koronus Expanse. It also provides a host of enemy
starships to challenge Explorers, and delves into the rich history of the
Imperial Navy and Battlefleet Calixis. With new rules on Nova Cannons,
torpedoes, attack crafts, and squadrons, plus new options for outfitting
player ships, this book is perfect for players and GMs alike!
Orruk Warclans 2019
Iron Warriors: The Omnibus Graham McNeill 2015-07-28 Warsmith
Honsou, embittered nemesis of the Ultramarines and champion of Chaos.
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This omnibus edition collects all of Graham McNeill’s Iron Warriors
series together in one volume. The Iron Warriors are Chaos Space
Marines with unrivalled expertise in the art of siege warfare. With great
batteries of artillery and all the favours of the Ruinous Powers at their
command, there is no fortress in the galaxy that can stand against them
for long. This omnibus follows the schemes of the embittered Warsmith
Honsou in his struggles against the hated Space Marines of the
Imperium. Drawing upon characters and events from author Graham
McNeill’s popular Ultramarines series and for the first time in a single
publication, Storm of Iron and the novella Iron Warrior are gathered
along with short stories The Enemy of My Enemy, The Heraclitus Effect
and The Skull Harvest.
The 13th Black Crusade Andy Hoare 2004 A collection of charts, maps,
illustrations, and photographs complement a fascinating journey inside
the Warhammer 40,000 world, which chronicles the last great crusade of
the Chaos Warmaster Abaddon. Original.
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